
                            HOW TO GUIDES 
___________________________________________________________________________ 

QUALIFICATIONS ON ENTRY (QOE) 

 This guide assumes that your college already has a method for collecting and recording qualifications on entry. 

 Your college’s QOE dataset may be based on a download from the PLR system, or an in-house process, or a 

combination of the two – the requirement is to have a list of qualifications on entry, with learning aims listed 

against them. 

 Where a list of quals on entry with learning aims is not available (or for students without any quals on entry), 

OneGrade contains various functions to enable you to produce/import your own QOE scores and use them to 

create target grades and track students’ progress. 

 The objective of this guide is to examine the various ways in which OneGrade enables you to handle 

qualifications on entry in order to maximise the coverage and accuracy of your students’ target grades. 
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1. Introduction 

 

o Most full time students join colleges with prior qualifications, usually achieved at school (Key Stage 4). 

o Colleges collect these prior qualifications for a variety of reasons – for the purpose of this guide, the main 

reason is to quantify students’ starting points in order to set target grades and track progress. 

o The DfE 16-18 accountability measures use students’ achievements at Key Stage 4 as the starting point 

when calculating Progress Scores for students on A level and many level 3 vocational courses (those 

which are classed as being in the ‘Applied General’ cohort of qualifications). 

o OneGrade uses these prior qualifications to calculate a qualification on entry (QOE) score, so that it can 

generate target grades and track progress in a way which replicates the DfE value added measure. 

o For some level 3 vocational qualifications (described as ‘Tech Levels’) and level 2 vocational (‘Tech Certs’), 

the DfE use a Completion/Attainment score which is based on overall average national performance of 

students regardless of their prior qualifications.  In these cases however, colleges will still hold prior 

qualifications for most students and it’s still important to import these into OneGrade. 

 

2. The Main Qualification on Entry Import 

 

o If you have a list of individual qualifications on entry with learning aims against them, use this import: 

 



o The following fields/formats are required: 

 

(full details of this import are listed in the main OneGrade user guide available on our website) 

 

 

o The importer will validate the data and enable you to check/amend any duplicate records.  For example, if a 

student has 2 or more GCSE maths grades, this will normally be due to a retake while at college – in this case 

it’s best to use the grade with the earlier data against it, even if this is a lower grade, as that’s likely to be the 

grade achieved at the end of KS4. 

 

o OneGrade contains a list of learning aims for quals on entry, which enables the system to identify the correct 

qual type and award the relevant number of QOE points and size for each QOE.  The system can thus 

calculate two separate QOE average score values: 

 

 QOE Points (GCSE) is an average score based on entry quals which are recognised as GCSEs. 

 QOE Points (All) includes any L2 equivalent entry quals as specified in the DfE technical documentation.   

 To be accurate against DfE methodology, you should only include these if achieved at KS4, not at college. 

Note that in many cases the QOE scores will be identical, where a student’s entry quals consist of only 

GCSEs, or where entry quals other than GCSEs are not listed by the DfE to be included in the calculation. 

 

3. Reference Data used in QOE Average Calculation 

 

o OneGrade contains lists of Entry Learning Aim Types and Entry Learning Aim Type Grades.  These are 

referenced against the learning aims of imported quals on entry, in order to determine whether to use them 

in the average QOE score calculations, and the points scores/size values to be used: 

 

 

 



o Entry Learning Aim Type – you can maintain this list manually if necessary: 

 

 

o Entry Learning Aim Type Grade – can also be edited manually if necessary: 

 

 

Note that the table above lists ‘old’ (QCF scale up to 58) points and ‘new’ (9-1 scale) points score and ‘volume’ i.e. 

the equivalent number of GCSEs for each grade/score, to be used the average QOE score calculations. 

 



4. Student Points on Entry Import 

 

o If you prefer to pre-calculate QOE average scores for your students, or if you have many students where 

accurate QOE data is not available, you can import a list of average QOE scores directly for those students: 

 

o Note that you can import from a database or a csv file, if you hold this data in Excel. 

o The onus is on the college to ensure that the calculation is as accurate as possible against DfE guidelines, if 

target grades are to be calculated accurately using national value added data. 

 

o The import format is as follows: 

 

(full details of this import are listed in the main OneGrade user guide available on our website) 

 

o If you need to use a combination of the two different import methods (Student Quals on Entry and Student 

Points on Entry), there is a system setting which controls how OneGrade uses the data (for any students who 

may be included in both imports): 

 

If set to ‘False’ (as above by default), then the full list of quals on entry is used to calculate an average score 

within OneGrade.  If changed to ‘True’, then any pre-calculated average points score will take precedence if 

included in the Student Points on Entry import for the same student. 

 

 

 



5. Viewing Imported Quals on Entry or Points on Entry – All Students 

OneGrade contains three screens which will help you analyse the QOE data imported, and if necessary go back and 

make changes to the import view in order to cleanse the data: 

 

 

o Quals On Entry & Mapping 

 

This is a grid showing each individual QOE imported into OneGrade for all students across all academic years.  You 

can right click and filter or sort in order to view specific years, Learning Aims or grades – and hence you can get a 

very accurate feel for the overall data held in the system (e.g. if there are several examples of an invalid grade such 

as    ‘5+’, you can alter the import view to bring this through as ‘5’. 

The ‘Details’ button allows us to manually assign an Entry Learning Aim Type for any learning aims which haven’t had 

one associated with them when imported: 

 



o Quals On Entry By Qual & Mapping 

 

This is the QOE data grouped by Learning Aim – here we see the 19/20 data sorted by Count of Students (i.e. to show 

the most common learning aims imported as quals on entry for our 19/20 student cohort) 

Clicking the ‘Details’ button enables us to view all the individual student level records against this imported entry 

learning aim: 

 

Note that the right hand column in the pop-up dialogue box is labelled ‘Is Grade Mapped’ – so that we can filter/sort 

to check for valid or invalid grades for this entry learning aim and alter the import view if required. 

 

6. Viewing Imported Quals on Entry or Points on Entry – Individual Students 

QOE records can also be viewed from the context of the main ‘Estimated vs Actual Analysis’ screen.  This screen 

firstly shows two columns, for QOE-All, to be used to set targets for Applied General qualifications: 

 



 

And alongside, the QOE-GCSE score based on GCSE QOE scores only, to be used with A Level enrolments: 

 

 

Note that the label for both of these columns includes ‘(College)’, indicating that it is the score which is based on the 

college’s own QOE import.   

Where students later appear in the DfE value added data, you can import the DfE data via the L3VA spreadsheet 

import, and the DfE’s own reported QOE scores can be shown alongside the college’s QOE scores.  This presents a 

fantastic method for you to check the accuracy of your own QOE scores against the DfE reported scores: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Here we see minor differences at individual student level, although the overall average for all students is the same 

for the college calculated QOE scores against the DfE scores – an excellent outcome. 



Note that in the main screen view above, only the QOE column which is being used to generate the target for the 

specific enrolment is populated (based on the cohort in which the enrolment lies).  However, all students will have 

both a ‘QOE-GCSE’ and a ‘QOE-All’ score in the system, which can be seen alongside each individual QOE record if we 

click the ‘Details’ button for the enrolment: 

 

 

In this ‘Details’ view we can also click on the ‘Qualification National Data’ tab to check how the QOE score is being 

referenced against previous national value added data in order to generate the target grade for the enrolment: 

 

The specific student is represented by the vertical yellow line, to give an Exit Points score of 39.2, which is converted 

to the nearest whole grade to give a target grade ‘B’. 

 

 



7. Manual Editing of QOE Scores 

Most colleges will have some students where QOE records aren’t available, usually due to the age of the student or 

for those students who completed school in a country other than the UK: 

 

 

As in the example above, this is most important for students enrolled on a qualification which falls in the DfE’s 

‘Applied General’, ‘A Level’ or ‘Academic’ cohorts, as these cohorts use the QOE score to measure national 

performance.  Hence students without a QOE score will not have a target grade generated. 

In this case you can use the ‘Edit Quals On Entry’ tab in the ‘Details’ form to manually enter QOE scores: 

 

Note that this screen also presents a calculated figure for the average QOE score for all other students enrolled on 

the same learning aim where there is QOE data present.  This enables you to manually update this student’s QOE 

score to the average score for their cohort. 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Alternatively, this update can also be performed globally using the ‘Generate Avg Points’ button on the ‘Qual on 

Entry Points’ summary screen which we look at earlier. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

FURTHER INFORMATION – is available in the OneGrade User Guide and the other HOW TO guides in this series. 

For further support and information on OneGrade please visit our website at www.totalcollege.co.uk 


